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The Power of One / The Top Job in Real Estate
Welcome.
Wherever you live and work, the
world over, if you want to learn how
to break-into and sustain listing and
sales success at the “Top” of the market or . . .
.. . . If you just haven’t yet gotten to
where you want to go in real estate
in spite of great effort, consider letting go of means and methods not
Clearly Visible or Believed Possible to
be holding you back and, instead,
walk in sync with someone who has
walked-the-walk and talked-the-talk
inside Six Decades of Success listing
and selling real estate at every level of
the market and within every turn of
the economy . . .
. . . If experienced or new, what
surer way to succeed can you devise
than that!
Let’s Start with This.
Listing is Job One. Many great
careers in real estate have been sidetracked by action orientations that
put selling ahead of listing.
If you would allow me to lead or
mentor you, your first lessons are
these:
(1) To build a sustainable career in
real estate you must become a
successful Listing Agent whether
you work full-time or part-time
weekends only.
(2) You must know that a sustainable
career as a Selling Agent follows listing success and never comes first. If
you try to build a sustainable career
in real estate working solely as a sell-

ing agent by Holding Open Houses
for other agents, showing REOs or
Short Sales, working with Discount
Oriented Investors, and hustling
internet buyer-leads you soon will be
out of real estate.
(3) To break into the high-end you
must be in an over-the-top listing

Duplicate with me, as your
guide, my highly successful program
for listing and selling Custom
Homes, Estates and Resort-Oriented
Residences in the local market (your
market) with local identification.
Learn an easier, more pleasurable,
more efficient way of getting and
doing business at the Top of the market. Easy, because I have laid the
groundwork, developed the programs
and executed them to fulfillment
inside six-decades of activity. (The 70’s,
80’s, 90’s, Tens-Teens-and-Twenties.)

program that holds a patent on
proprietary structured marketing that
both gains listings and is effective at
marketing them once gained; that
monopolizes a position within a
narrowly defined target market in
such a way that competition doesn’t
even exist; and, that is doable without prohibitive costs or demands of
time invested.
What follows is an introduction to a
high-end residential listing program
under the tutelage of a long experienced hands-on broker.
The program that follows is an

apprenticeship to a work for Brokers
and Agents, whether new or experienced, that by cause or circumstance
are not in an effective listing program
at this time or not working at the
“Top” or high-end of the market to
the degree wanted.
With this program, you will not chase
REOs, Short Sales, NODs or Loan
Mods, nor will you seek discountoriented buyers; instead you’ll seek
high quality equity-positioned sellers
(listings) at the high-end or Top of
the market, qualified high-end buyers
and quick closings.
The “Top Job” in real estate, HighEnd Residential Listing and Sales, is
not a job I can give you, but a position you can develop for yourself
hand-in-hand with me, so to speak,
by your adoption and adaption of
my program in the local market or
wherever you want to work.
Whether an independently active
Broker or a Broker or Agent associated with a real estate company you
can practice the program that follows
without changing broker-association.
This is a program for Brokers and
Agents that really want to succeed,
that are tired of being ineffective,
timid or, worse yet, second best.
Even if these are your experiences to
date, I will lead you to the higher
place you seek.
Thank you.

Al Lewis / Broker
Top of The Mark, High-End Listing
Professional, Since 1975.

You'll find I'm very opinionated
about things that affect the listing
and sale of both new and resale
housing.
Because of that and to establish
credibility with you as a sales and
marketing professional, I have
provided several foundationoriented websites and documents
for you to look over.
First among them, maybe, is my
profile, AlLewisProfile.com, and
within it a peek at a stream of listing
and sale success stories, Victory
Outreach, including both resales and
whole-project-sales for builders in
the southern California market
stretching from Coronado to
Calabasas, the Coast to the
Mountains, and the Desert.
An outstanding feature of this
program is that you will no longer
be considered a local area-bound
agent, but instead a non-local,
unbounded high-level marketing
professional filling needs wherever
needed. In conversation with sellers,
you will state this as follows:
“The standout qualitative difference
between my service and an areabound local agent's is that I am an
unbounded, non-local, marketing
professional – kind of like an
advertising professional -- that
brands and represents products to
buyers the world, and not just a
local area agent, though I am both.”
The foundation for getting to a
place where you can see and believe
this can be found at my Builder
Sales and Marketing oriented
website:
BuilderSalesandMarketing.com.
This is of paramount importance to

you because my success, my body of
work, becomes yours, so to speak,
upon your affiliation with this
program.
The unique benefit of my having
done the sellout of more than a few
hundred projects for new home
builders, at the rate of five-to-ten
projects a year for forty-years
straight all across the California
southland, is that my role always
included Marketing as a professional
advertising agency in addition to
Sales as a broker while, still, being
in resales the whole time, mostly the
high-end.
Over time, inside six-decades of
activity at the time of this writing, I
blended the two, my new home
sales program and resale program,
into one finely tuned unified sales
and marketing program benefitting
both sellers and agents alike.
Additionally, I'd like to invite you to
look over our unique sale by auction
program at TheFastSaleAuction.com,
that you will use to both win listings
and sell real estate. Upon your acting
on getting this program, it will be
your program too.
There is, of course, much more to
see at TheTopJobinRealEstate.com,
go there to peruse the various links
and explore The Fellowship Library
at your convenience.
Underlying my leadership are years
of sweat-earned experience and over
the top sales and marketing success.
Be Courageous!
The Power of One.
How to Break-Into and
Sustain Listing and Sales Success
at the “Top” of the Market.
Every high-end neighborhood has
their John Doe's, Jane Doe's and
Mary Jane's. These are the
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established Big Fish in a Small Pond
local area agents that belong to all
the clubs, go to the right churches,
preside over the associations,
organize the food drive, officiate the
soccer league, chair the 4th of July
parade, host the Diamonds and
Jeans annual Holiday fund raiser, fill
the local media with photos and
features of listings gained and sales
achieved; they farm the locale by all
the standard means available to
agents and, by these things,
dominate the market.
They get all the listings and a
preponderance of sales. They own
the neighborhood.
Sellers at the top of the market feel
compelled to list with them their
first-time out for fear of being
sidetracked or, even, ostracized by
both the companies and agents with
a long presence in their area.
Sidebar / To compound things further,
some of these brokers and agents belong
to virtual real estate companies wafting
somewhere in the Cloud called
“Disruptors” by virtue of their
disruptive effect on the traditional ways
we do business in real estate. This was
first addressed by CAR in an issue of
the official magazine of the California
Association of Realtors, California
Real Estate, March/April 2018.
An article within it, The Disruptors:
Upstarts or Stalwarts?, asked the
question, “Which new business
models should be on our radar?,”
and went on to list twelve online
competitors with the biggest
potential to disrupt the status quo
and capture market share from
Realtors. This will change virtually
month-to-month and year-to-year as
they come and go, but it is a good
start.

The Disruptors that strike fear in
the hearts of Realtors today are of a
new nature, they are not solely
image-oriented franchise
conglomerates empowering agents
by association, but online trespassers
intent on siphoning off the lifeblood
of a whole industry – our
commission earnings for the listing
and sale of real estate – by means of
discount-oriented services.

phrase of the preceding paragraph.
To be sure, new forms of sales and
marketing emerge from time to time
within all industries, but they still at
the core conform to the eternal
principle underlying all businessoriented relationships: that “People”
do business with “People” they
know.” This is timeless and
unchanging.
If who a seller knows has adopted a
“Disruptor” business model, the
seller will follow; if not, they won't.
The choice or path is ours to make.
We lead, they follow, and we (you)

York Yankees or the Chicago White
Sox; and every individual whether
the likeness of Roger Federer or
Rafael Nadal, Phil Mickelson or
Tiger Woods has a weakness which
can be exploited by an opponent
and, by that weakness, knocked off
the pedestal of position and power
to the surprise of all especially when
it is by a stealthy upstart outsider
that came from nowhere.

The neighborhood John Doe's as
defined here have sure enough laid a
hard road-like pavement, thick,
compacted, impenetrable with curbs
and gutters,
white and yellow
divider lines,
lights and signs
with rules and
laws for all to
Their impact is
follow – to keep
BE SOLD FA ST
BE SOLD FA ST
greater at the
you
out – but I
HOW TO TURN SLOW-SALE REAL ESTATE ( AN EXPIRED LISTING) INTO FAST-SALE
“Mainstream” or
REAL ESTATE IRRESPECTIVE OF PRICE, PLACE OR CONDITIONS OF THE TIME.
can never get
lower price level of
over how fast
Sometimes in Real Estate Close is Not Good Enough / To Do Better You Have to Get Better.
When it is believed that selling will not be a challenge because of the quality and features of a property or its
the market and
roadways like
price, or because of supply-and-demand relative to some “Hot” region or locale, or the economic climate in
general – High-Level Professional Marketing – is not something people think a lot about: half-measures are
negligible to
these erode. The
adequate to the job, even discount services. Why not !
nonexistent at the
On the Other Hand / When the Wheel Turns and You Find “Unexpectedly ” that Selling is a
roadways
near
Challenge, a Weak Line of Action will Not Suffice. To Do Better, You Have to Get Better.
“Top.”
my home of
more than thirty
The online
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
Get to Know the Broker & Program that Will get You to Where You Want to Go
years, however
companies set
professionally
forth as examples
laid every other
by CAR were
year or so, crack
Compass, eXp
and groan, are
Realty, GoldenKey,
can take “Leadership” to the bank.
squeezed up and weeded here and
Houwzer, Knock, Offerpad,
Whatever
the
association
of
these
there within only months of being
Opendoor, Open Listings,
agents, be it with a Conventional
put down. That's the law. It's called
Purplebricks, Reali, Redfin, Zillow
real
estate
company
or
Disruptor,
entropy: chaos, disorganization,
and Zillow Instant Offers.
for this is not a concern of ours, I
randomness; a process of
Do these even sound like real estate
say – God Bless Them for Doing a
degradation or running down or a
companies?
Good Job – evidenced by the
trend to disorder. There's a weakcapture of a first-time on the market
Emphatically, no, they don't,
ness, or there comes a weakness, in
“Top of The Mark” listing.
because they aren't but they will by
every defense however resolutely
the fact of availability capture some
organized and pursued.
Now, in sports parlance, think of
share of the market when “Offered
yourself as the offense and they as
As a non-local interloper – one that
By” the John Doe's, Jane Doe's and
the defense. Every team whether the intrudes in a place or sphere of
Mary Jane's mentioned.
likeness of the Green Bay Packers or
activity – this gives me confidence.
the
Minnesota Vikings, the New
As noted, “Offered By” is the key
Ownership is an illusion.

Each one cited by CAR are
discount-oriented registries first,
and agent-oriented service providers
second, if at all. Sellers at the top of
the market see this
right off and are
apt to avoid them
entirely, but some
make their mark.

MISSION
SOLD
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Sidebar / Any fool, it has been said,
can count the seeds in an apple; but
only God can count the apples in a seed.
I call this The Power of One. From
“One,” infinite potentials arise.

Sales Success at the Top of the
Market, the seed that cracks the
pavement laid to keep you out of
any particular locale or
neighborhood by the John Doe's
and Mary Jane's is our Turnaround
Sales and Marketing card. The XL
(Expired Listing) is the weakness in
the defense's armor. With seed in

opponents would often face-off in a
rigid stance that would last from
minutes to hours, each looking for a
moment's suki in the other.
Once seen, felt or intuited a death
blow would follow.

The most fascinating thing about a
seed is that it doesn't even know
Movies show swordsmen swinging
what it is, nor can we tell by peering
and hacking at each other with
into it. Tear a
acrobatics of
seed open and
all kinds
see for
before one, the
yourself, there
star, finally
are no
prevails. In
miniature
real life,
apples or
though, it was
anything else
always about
Al Lewis / Principal
inside. It's just
one swift
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
Broker / Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing
a potential.
movement and
Advertising / Merchandising
For all a seed
Sales / Since 1975
no others once
Always Available.
knows, had it
714-744-0617
a suki was
a mind, it
revealed.
could grow to
I have a
be a tall oak, a
Samurai
No Obligation In-House
tomato or a
Presentation of Broker Services
Pat & Patricia Nunes
sword. By just
with New Top of The Mark
9302 17th Street, Santa Ana CA 92705
cactus, a child,
Appraisal.
holding it,
Never Go Unsold
Stopped to Talk About Selling
a dog or a cat.
or Expired.
seeing, and
Expired 7/15/2019 180 Days on Mkt at $1,495,000
RealEstateProfessionalsAllstateMarketing.com
All come from
Turnaround Sales & Marketing /
Never Go Unsold or “Expired” Again
feeling its long
seeds, but
incredibly
neither are
sharp blade it's
manifest until
obvious that
planted. And
Hollywood
fascinating,
sword play is a
again, once
fantasy and
planted nature
that literature
takes over and
that suggests
always finds a
the opposite is
way (from
Sample Message on Back of Marketing Card
the truth. You
The “Turnaround” Sales and Marketing Card is Personalized with (1) You as an Affiliate of Real Estate Professionals
Jurassic Park)
World Enterprise Marketing and (2) Your Broker or Associate-Licensee Affiliation. The Card with Labels Printed as Mail-Merge
wouldn't want
to germinate
Labels from XL Data (XL/Expired Listing) are Mailed, Left with Sellers or at the Gate or Door on Every Visit.
a Samurai
the potential
with one of
within. We
hand, you can plant at will. A
these
in
hand
facing
you
down or
have less to do with this
harvest will follow.
striking at you, ever.
germination than we think. It's selfIn the martial arts a defensive
centered, ego dominated thinking
Similarly, the expired listing is a suki
opening
or
weakness
of
which
(vanity) that structures a belief
by which the seller has told us a few
advantage can be taken is called a
system that supplants nature.
things (1) That they want to sell (2)
suki. In real life sword play among
That they listed with a local area
Relative to our program, How to
the Japanese Samurai to death – I
agent and failed (3) That they are
Break-Into and Sustain Listing and
don't know why they call it play –
sitting un-relisted because they don't
/ DRE 00524259

United
States
Postal
Service

It is not my intention to solicit the offerings of other brokers.
If currently listed with a broker or agent, please disregard this notice.

It is Our Privilege to
have Turned Most Every Type of “Slow-Sale” Real Estate into “Fast-Sale”
Real Estate for Owners that Experienced an Expired Listing on Each: Entry
Level, Middle Range and High-End Homes and Condos;
Custom Homes and Estates. Call Any Time.
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know what to do next except to list
with another local agent and they
just can't do that until the pain of
the effort of trying and the failure
they experienced fades and (4) By
waiting that they might be open to
a swift strike or death-blow (a
professional marketing program)
offered and presented by an astute
interloper. You!
You might be asking how it is we
know they are saying these things?
It is by The 25/90 Rule: that 25%
of all sellers that experience an
expired listing re-list with a new
agent within thirty-days of the
expiration, usually another local;
and 90% overall list with a new
agent within nine-months, the
second 65% possibly with an
outsider that has and presents a
great program.
It is the program, after all, that leads
to success both listing and selling an
expired listing and not the locality,
stats, or preponderance of business
conducted by a listing agent or
company.
Sellers that re-list right away are
usually predisposed to the next Big
Fish in a Small Pond local area agent
in line, but those that wait longer
than three-to-four weeks, by this
delay, indicate they are not sure
what path to take. If no other
professional option presents itself,
they must again go local, but when
made aware of an option like the
program represented here (my
program, but yours too when
gotten by you), you become a path
and, by that, an option and possible
choice. These are the qualifiers that
must precede getting the listing.
With all this said, we finally get
to The Power of One.
I would like to recommend that in

spite of the dynamics of the business
plan that accompanies my program,
The 50/50/50 for Fifty Plan, that if
you are just beginning or not yet
seriously active within the program
that you instead just think about
The Power of One.
For the Uninitiated / The 50/50/50
for Fifty Plan (1) We select fifty sellers
that own a home that experienced an
expired listing within a timeframe of
nine-months past that have not yet relisted (2) We call on these fifty in
person and once contacted (3) We
follow-up these fifty to develop relationships that will lead to a pro-gram look
over (a listing presentation) when the
time to go back on the market comes
again (90% re-list within ninemonths) and (4) It is our objective by
doing this to list and sell enough
properties within a twelve-month period
to add up to an average income of
$50,000 a month each: The 50/50/50
for Fifty Plan.
The principles upon which this strategy
and its tactics are based are that (1)
Real estate for listing agents is a go-to
business and not a come-to business (we
go to them, they do not come to us) and
that (2) It is relationship-oriented
activity that leads to the creation of a
pipeline of sellers that will list with us
individually like aunts, uncles and
cousins without undue effort, cost or
time to achieve when they decide to sell.
The Power of One is all about seed, but
just one: not ten, or fifty, a hundred or
a thousand; just one. Per the business
plan, select one lead (one not yet relisted expired listing) from among the
hundreds or thousands within the ninemonth window located all across your
market for initial contact and followup and focus all your attention on just
“that” first hello. That, and handing
the prospective seller your card, the seed,
is the planting.
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Any Fool Can Count the Seeds in an
Apple, but Only God Can Count the
Apples in a Seed. From that
planting your future listing and
selling at the “Top” of the market
begins.
I once drove far and wide to visit an
expired listing, got the listing
basically just because I showed up
and to my surprise listed and sold
22 homes within the next twelve
months in the local area all because
of the first listing gained.
Some seed!
Then after planting your first seed,
and finding out how easy it is to do,
expand your lead book to five, then
ten, and by ten's to fifty and The
50/50/50 for Fifty Plan will work
itself out to fulfillment with what
seems like little effort on your part.
Just start with one.
It is my plan for you (you, of
course, you set your own goals) to
get you to a $500,000 or even
$1/Million a year income listing and
selling at the top or high-end of the
market, so please think of this: every
month that you delay talking to just
one targeted seller about our
program costs you from $41,500
per month to $83,500 per month in
lost revenue. Forgive me if I am
thinking too big.
These figures represent only, maybe,
five or ten $100,000 commissions,
or ten or twenty $50,000
commissions a year and these you
can do easily part-time at the top of
the market with a program like that
represented here.
If something less than that is okay
with you, I'm okay with that too,
but the money, whatever the
amount you want, is in or begins
with the one. Just think “One” and
do it.

It is by your striving that you turn
entropy into evolution along a new
path – listing and sales success – for
both your clients and yourself.
I have had Marketing Partners tell
me The 50/50/50 for Fifty Plan is
the most fun thing they have done
in real estate in years, that they
forgot what a pleasure it is to go
into the field, walk up to houses and
talk with owner/sellers.
On the other hand, I have had
Marketing Partners tell me The
50/50/50 for Fifty Plan is the least
pleasurable thing they have ever
done, not just in real estate, that it is
actually the least pleasurable thing
they have ever done, that they hate
every second of it. Go figure?
I had one Marketing Partner, a
broker and twenty-year vet, call me
while still in the field his first time
out to tell me the first three sellers
he talked with all invited him to stay
in touch for the express purpose of
listing their house in the near future.
Somewhere in between his success
stories he said to me, and I quote,
“Al, this is stupid.” It was a great
compliment, for what he meant was
that this is stupid-easy. He couldn't
believe he had spent so many years
in real estate without doing this one
basic thing: calling on XLs at the
top of the market with a great
message and program in hand to
create and cultivate (manufacture)
relationships into listings.
I have had numerous Marketing
Partners both new and experienced
agents all across the country gain
listings ranging from $1/Million to
$4/Million dollars from the very
first seller they talked with within
the first seven-days of start-up and,
then, I have had some fail to launch.
Go figure?

Both time and work are money
according to Benjamin Franklin who
coined the phrase “Time is Money”
and we are always trading one or
both whether we like it or not for it,
money, and the pain of the trade
goes down as the pleasure, the
receipt of money, goes up.
If, for example, I were to offer to
pay you $83,500 per month (one
million dollars a year) to wash
dishes maybe twenty-hours a week
for your close friends, family and
neighbors, odds are you'd say when
can I start and get very
philosophical about the whole
thing. You'd soon be writing How To
books about doing dishes for people
to read the world over and, most
important, you'd believe and mean
all you had to say about what a joy
it is to wash dishes: the pain goes
down as the pleasure goes up (the
receipt of money and/or the
experience of success).
What worthwhile, enormously
pleasurable thing, ever, in your life
has come without at least some
strife: relationships, marriage,
children; degrees, career, position;
health, vigor, spirituality!
I think none. Why should success
listing and selling at the top of the
market in real estate be any
different, but once gained, the
pleasure of the peak is worth it.

The Power of “One”.
Not long ago I drove up to a house,
an XL, to begin the manufacture of
a relationship with its owner.
Sidebar / When was the last time the
Albertsons or Vons grocery stores; the
CVS Pharmacy and Drug Store; Shell,
Arco or Mobile gas stations;
McDonald's or Jack in the Box;
Starbucks or The Coffee Bean; Costco;
Office Depot or Staples; Wallmart or
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Target called on you to ask if it was
okay to locate and build in your
neighborhood for the express purpose of
manufacturing a relationship with
you? I think never.
Yet these enterprises are able to start
from scratch, so to speak, and soon after
encroachment and the execution of
customer contact, cultivation, and
loyalty campaigns have a relationship
with you and thousands of others that
lead to the transaction of their business
with you and an entire community as
planned by them. We can do the same,
exactly.
The goal of my leadership regarding
customer identification and
cultivation, The 50/50/50 for Fifty
Plan, is the manufacture of customer
relationships resulting in listings
gained without cost, conflict or stress.
Parking curbside I walked up a long,
curved driveway, toward the front
door. The door, situated behind one
of those heavy security screens, was
closed. I stepped up onto the porch
and knocked with my solid brassring knocker (a shower curtain ring
gotten from the local hardware) on
the screen door. This knocker is a
real knuckle saver.
After a moment the door behind the
screen opened, but only about ten
inches and peering from behind it
was the property's owner, a man I
estimated to be seventy-something
and, though young, he had crossed
over to old age. Youth is a quality
and not an age, you either have it by
choice or you don't the same way
that you can be likeable by choice or
not, or stylish by choice or not, or
happy by choice or not. He didn't
say a thing.
I said, “Hi, my name is Al Lewis
and my company is Real Estate
Pro…,” and he interrupted me

before I could finish. He said, “I
don't want to sell.”
I snapped back with, “I didn't stop
by to list your house today, just to
ask if you might still be thinking of
selling, sometime, maybe, during
the next year?” He said he wasn't
interested now, but maybe next
summer. I offered him my card, but
he didn't open the door to accept it
nor allow me to continue a
reasonable relationship-building
conversation but ended our talk
abruptly and shut the door. I did get
out, though, as he was shutting the
door that I would drop him a card
once in a while and maybe stop by
again in a couple of months if in the
neighborhood. Fading away, he said
there was no need to bother.
Now this homeowner was surly in
all respects: irritable, sullen, crabbed
in manner, even menacing in
demeanor and, possibly,
agoraphobic for he wouldn't open
his door or come out. I thought to
myself, “What a great prospect!”
Sidebar / How many psychologists do
you think would have a successful
practice if they rejected every nut
(neurotic, psychotic, sociopath) that
walked through their door or was
referred to them by another doctor; and
how successful would Nordstrom's or
Macy's be if they rejected every
uncouth, fashion backward customer
that walked through their doors and
accepted only fashion-able clientele with
deep pockets?
I don't think either the psychologists or
retail giants would prosper by working
only with “suitable” clientele. It's the
nuts and fashion backward oddballs
that are the staple of their businesses.
It's whom they are in business to serve,
both the lower and the upper halves.
Moreover, imagine the largest car

manufacturer in the world, Toyota,
rejecting the millions of tons of scrap
metal they buy from the U.S. just
because it looked like junk or trash that
we were glad to sell for a nickel a
pound.

Once in the house we become the
ruiners. We will ruin the chances of
any other agent whether local or not
to gain a listing with the sellers we
visit by the depth and reach of our
program.

When the executives at Toyota look at
our trash, they see beautiful Priuses
and Camrys coming off their lines at
the rate of about one every three
minutes around the clock per line, and
they have many.

After three cards I stopped by this
future listing for my first follow-up
visit. I parked curbside, walked up
the drive to the door, knocked with
my solid brass-ring knocker and
waited. After a moment the door
opened, again only about ten inches,
and peering from behind the door
was the same sullen man. Hardly
before I got the single word “Hi”
out of my mouth he said, “I told
you I don't want to sell, you needn't
bother sending me your cards or
coming by.” I said, “No bother. I
was in the neighborhood and just
stopped to make sure you've been
getting my cards and wanted to say
“Hi” before leaving.”

I call this the “Trash to Trash, Junk to
Junk” principle of manufacturing; for
the spiritually inclined, “The Lord
Maketh, and the Lord Breaketh.”
Manufacturing is the staple of any
stable, rising economy. When it
dissipates, money dissipates with it.
From here out, emphatically, think of
yourself as a manufacturing rep.
Relationships are your product, your
byproducts are real estate listings and
sales.
I went back to my car, got my lead
book out and noted on the pre-filled
lead sheet (pre-filled because I had
already decided I would manufacture a
relationship with this seller and that I
would list this property) the date of
the first visit and a note to followup. I made a decision to
manufacture a relationship with this
homeowner that would lead to a
listing.
Then two weeks after the first visit
I sent my first follow-up marketing
card. Then two weeks later, another,
and two weeks after that, another.
The rule within our program, if not
yet initiated, is three cards, visit,
three cards, visit, and so forth until a
relationship is manufactured and the
potential for a program look over
gained. All we want is a “suki”
leading to a program look over.
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Again, he abruptly ended the
conversation much as before and
closed the door. I walked to my car,
got my lead book out and noted the
date of the visit with the additional
notation of, “Good visit, followup.”
Sure as always that this seller was
probably one of the nine-out-of-ten
that will re-list with a new agent
within nine-months of the
expiration, per The 25/90 Rule, I
continued my follow-up with three
biweekly cards, a visit, three cards
and a visit.
Then one particularly warm day
while in the field doing follow-ups,
paging through my lead book for
“who's next” places to go, I came
upon his name and headed to the
property. I parked curbside as always
and walked up the driveway, but to
my surprise found that the door

behind the screen was wide open. I
could see into the house and saw
and heard him in conversation on
the phone with someone that
seemed to be a friend, he saw me
coming as well. As I neared the
door, I heard him say, “Hey, gotta
go now, my real estate man is here.”
We entered a conversation that led
to a program look over and my
listing his property. It sold and
closed in a reasonable time as well.
This is a perfect example of success
by choice and a great example of the
“Power” of one, but one always
leads to two, and two to four, and
four to eight, and eight to sixteen,
and sixteen to thirty-two (that's
enough), but it all starts with one.
A seller will decide to list with a
particular agent for many reasons
and the reasons differ from seller to
seller, but among the reasons
common to all sellers are (1) They
list with an agent they know (2)
They list with an agent they like (3)
They list with an agent that shows
they want the work and (4) They
list with an agent whose narrative
(stories about their program) makes
the most sense.
The first three we always are able to
establish by choice as I did with Mr.
Crab Apple (1) I helped him get to
know me (2) I helped him get to
like me because I showed that I
liked him and (3) I proved I wanted
the work by systematic follow-up
irrespective of anything negative he
said about selling. Item No. 4
occurred subtly by the message, our
niche, Turnaround Sales and
Marketing, loudly proclaimed
banner-like on the face of the cards I
sent every two-weeks with
clockwork precision; all else said on
the cards chimed in as well.

If there were a “5th” way I helped
him to list with me, it was by
putting my finger onto the signature
line of the completed listing
agreement and saying “Sign Here.”
Sidebar / Near the time of this writing
my wife and I were invited to spend
Thanksgiving Day and dine with the
family of my daughter's boyfriend. One
guest at the dinner table, Wayne, was
a salt-of-the-earth type, a man about
seventy from Minnesota who had
grown up on a farm and went to a oneroom school. He had been self-employed
his whole life, still working, and had
always specialized in one trade: plastic
and metal mold making (the art of
making something from nothing). He
had a great grasp of how things
worked: marketing, sales, advertising,
etc. and was a pleasure to talk to.
He asked how I got my business and at
one point during that part of our
conversation I related the story just told
to him and when I got to the punch
line he said, “Of course he listed with
you. What kind of asshole wouldn't
after you did that!” I laughed heartily
and said, “You're right, though I have
never thought of it quite that way.”
In spite of decades of striving to learn
the methods by which one can stay
positive, always; in spite of long hours
and years of study it is by Wayne's
perspicacious insight and forthright
statement that I have a whole new
confidence.
We win friends and make money in
real estate by manufacturing
relationships with targeted sellers
one at a time and it is by these
relationships that we are able to
break-into and sustain listing and
sales success at the “Top” of the
market when and wherever wanted.
An optimist is a man who, when she
says, “I'm telling you no for the last
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time,” buys roses and a ring for his
next visit.
This outlook or, even, principle is
the foundation of an optimistic-bias
that can look adversity in the face
with a blind eye and turn a deaf ear
to whatever is said.
When someone tells you no for the
last time, figuratively speaking,
you've got to just think to yourself,
like the optimist, “Aha, yes is
probably just around the corner
provided I ask one more time,” and
of course make a plan for doing
that.
Most sellers are not like the sullen,
crabbed man in the example given,
but instead likeable, friendly, good
natured, welcoming prospective
clients glad to see you coming when
you drive up to their house. They
often will invite you in for tea,
coffee, lunch, or dinner.
By your wanting the business, your
likeableness, clockwork persistence
and program you will earn the
goodwill of those you call on by
permeating the atmosphere with a
subtle something we'll just call
confidence and strength. In your
presence sellers will grow to feel as
though nothing were too great to
undertake; your prospective sellers
will feel uplifted, hopeful and
inspired to take action on selling
again, with you; and as they start to
feel these things, you will feel them
too, even if at the outset you were a
bit of a Mr. Limpet. This is synergy.
How Things Happen / Members of
the Skeptics Society might say a
program based on the development of
relationships is old school, that the
internet has supplanted the need for
hands-on relationship-oriented tactics
to succeed in business, but some things
are long standing, timeless, eternal.
Human nature is one of them.

People, and I'm just going to keep
saying this, people, real people are first
and foremost hands-on. We both feel
and smell a peach before biting into it.
We twist our spaghetti onto a fork before
lifting it to smell and our mouth to
engulf; we marvel at its flavor and
swallow quickly to repeat again and
again without knowing things like
where it came from or what it's made of.

running; we use the same bank even
when they raise their fees and mess
things up, but always the same teller
long as he or she works there; we buy
our tires and get our cars serviced at
the same garages and by the same
people every time the red light comes on;
we even always go to the same car wash
just in case, better to know what we'll
be getting than not.

We, also, are first and foremost
relationship-oriented. We marry the
most marriageable person we know who
will marry us when we are ready to get
married. That's why we often botch this
up, we don't really search out the best
mate possible and proceed to define and
contract in writing a relationship that
will last for decades. This sometimes
happens by accident, but most of the
time it doesn't. An orientation to life
that is hands-on relationship-oriented
doesn't imply perfection but, in fact,
just the opposite: alive, interesting,
chaos. We work with the workable and
do the doable. This we accept.

As one climbs the economic ladder of
success this is exaggerated. We become
devout loyalists, even bonded, you
might say, to our banker, the president
of course, our stockbroker, our golf and
tennis pros, our personal trainer, our
astrologist, guru, and analyst.

Among our imperfect relationships are
a stylist we return to when needing a
cut; a doctor we know when ill, a
regular dentist for fillings, and a
plastic surgeon we trust and visit when
things need a tuck here and there. We
use the same cleaner and shoe repair
guy year-in and year-out; we buy our
gas, mostly, at the same station
irrespective of its prices, high or low; we
always go to the same grocery store,
others are just not organized right, and
try to get the same checker; we mostly
eat at the same restaurants and hope
we get the same waiters because they
know us there; we have kaffeeklatsch
(meaning “coffee chat”) with the same
people sometimes every day; we use the
same gardener, house cleaner, painter,
carpet cleaner and so on and so forth
years on end; we use the same
insurance company and agent decades

We just are relationship oriented
relative to just about everything we do.
Important among our relationships is a
Realtor we have gotten to know (Our
Real Estate Man). When the time to
sell comes, it is he or she we will most
likely list with, and it is he or she that
works to ensure this by the
implementation of procedural tactics
that nurture a purposeful friendship.
Hold on to that phrase “A Purposeful
Friendship” because getting this, that
the development of “Purposeful
Friendships” is the single most
important thing you can do in real
estate to ensure your success, is key to
removing the bricks from your brief.
Knowing how things happen gives you
more real power and ability to get to
where you want to go in real estate
than all the books, workshops,
procedures, and tactics put together the
best of the best in real estate can offer.
Most people go through life and
business looking for The Easy Score.
This is especially true in sales of any
type, and particularly true in real
estate. That is why Direct Mail
Marketing is so popular; and No Touch
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Farming; Telemarketing and
Telemarketing Machines; Fax
Broadcast Services and Fax Broadcast
Machines; Lead Source Services; eMail
Marketing; Website Marketing with
fantastic Lead Capture Systems and
Optimization Schemes; Google
Adwords and MSN Adsense; Preferred
Agent Marketing Programs put forth
by Zillow, Realtor.com and such; Bench
Ads; and the Franchise Office that will
“drive business to you” because of their
name alone. All these are popular
among agents, but particularly among
agents new to real estate because they
promise The Easy Score.
Not a one of these business development
schemes actually involves talking to
anyone in person. Not a single one. Did
you ever think of that? Yet it is people
that do business with people they know
that are our clients and customers,
especially at the Top of the market
(Sellers are clients, Buyers are
customers).
Did you ever see a basketball team win
a game without first walking onto the
court; or a football team win a game
without first running onto the field; or
a track star win a race without first
stepping onto the track; or a boxer win
a fight without first climbing into the
ring? I don't think so.
Sales, on the other hand, occur as a
natural result of having listings,
everything sells, and it is by having
listings that we are able to switch
hats every now and then and be
buyers' agents as well by selling our
own listings and nearby properties
to price-qualified area-defined
buyers that call on our signs, visit
our open houses and respond to our
advertising. It is by having listings,
from one to ??? (any number), that
we are able to build, project and
sustain a self-determined future in
real estate.

Ninety-nine point nine, nine, nine
percent (99.999%) of active real
estate agents will never walk-up to a
high-end expired listing priced
from, maybe, $2-million to $10million even once in their entire
career to suggest to its owner that
they have a program that will get
them to where they want to go,
regarding the sale of their home, in
spite of the failure they have
experienced trying to sell to date
because they are not “in” a listing
program that gives them the
confidence to invade the territory of
one or more dominant Big Fish
agents and companies to do so.
With the My/Our/Your
“Turnaround Sales and Marketing”
card and “Seller Services Portfolio”
that I will provide you in hand, and
under my tutelage for high-level inhouse presentation sales with
programs and strategies not yet
seen, you will speak to owners with
confidence when you say in your
own words:
“The standout qualitative difference
between my service and an area-bound
local agent's is that I am a non-local,
unbounded, marketing professional,
kind of like a high-level New York or
Chicago styled advertising agent that
brands and represents products to
buyers the world, than just a real estate
agent, though I am both.
“My programs and strategies both local
and outreach stretch and break the
boundaries of the mass solution to real
estate sales practiced by conventional
area-bound agents and companies.
“Once put to work, though, within any
locale or neighborhood I will become the
dominant local agent as though always
there (here) and make your home the
main neighborhood attraction by
means of a structured marketing plan

executed with vigor in just a few days'
time.
“I will not beat around the bush trying
new ideas but provide leadership,
programs and tools needed to
implement and effect a "turnaround"
sales experience.
“That's my specialty, turning slow-sale
real estate, usually an expired listing,
into fast-sale real estate for two kinds of
clients, homeowners and builders, often
listing, selling, and closing in ninetydays homes and whole projects that
were long on the market wherever
needed.”

When you ask an owner how
many agents like yourself have
visited since the expiration to
discuss re-listing within a new
program, you will be surprised
how often they pause before
answering and then say, “None,
you are the first.”
I thought for a long time they
just didn't want to say, then I
realized the reason for the pause
was they were embarrassed to say.
You also will be pleasantly
surprised at how often upon
entering a property to give a
listing presentation, an owner will
say, “The reason we invited you
into our home today is because
we want to list with a
Professional Marketing Company
and not just another local area
agent.” You, of course, will say,
“Thank you for saying that. May
I leave my case here while we
look at your home?”
Success, it has been said, is
found on the far side of failure.
In listing program, you will get
when you take action on
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getting it with me, you will
bypass that curve completely.
You will start at the top and
stay there.
If you haven't yet gotten to where
you want to go in real estate,
consider letting go of means and
methods not Clearly Visible or
Believed Possible that may be
holding you back and, instead,
walk in sync with someone
walking-the-walk and talking-thetalk. What surer way to succeed
can you devise than that!
Sometimes, while conducting a
workshop, I ask group members
individually, "How many people
out of, say, any ten will like you?"
The answer I get is very
predictable. They usually say, "All
ten!"
Unless these group members had
an inherent dislike of themselves,
how could their answers be
otherwise!
Then I ask if they had ever heard
of the "Bell Curve."
Theoretically, the Bell Curve
states that all naturally occurring
phenomena are made up of
extremes and norms.
Extremes are the excessive,
outermost, far from conventional
elements of a situation; while
norms are the median, average or
middle of the road elements.
In politics, for example, there are
the extreme liberals, the extreme
conservatives, and the moderates
in between.
Moderates are the middle of the
road citizens not necessarily

concerned with the opinions or
obsessions of either of the other
extremist groups; they are the
bulk of the population as are the
norms of any situation.
Considering the mathematical
probability implied by the Bell
Curve, we might conclude, for
example, that out of any ten
persons you meet, there will
always be at
least one
extremist that
really likes
(loves) you and
one extremist
that really
dislikes (hates)
you, and that
everyone else
will fall
somewhere in
between.

of your own doing. It's just the way
it is.
Accepting "The Love/Hate
Principle" is paramount to your
success because, as a general rule,
only people that like you will do
business with you.
If you go around high-minded,
thinking that everyone likes you,
then the disappointment and sense

Now Selling by Auction

Ask Broker about by “Bid” Purchase Option

From here
out let's call
this "The
Love/Hate
Principle."

extremist person that loves you will
do business with you! Well, then,
even that's great.
You see, for example, there are likely
millions of people within and
surrounding your hometown,
township, or county at the time of
this writing and, if working there,
one-out-of-ten comes to hundreds
of thousands of persons that would
do business with
you.
They don't all
own homes, but
if they did and
20 percent of
them went up for
sale every year,
that would be an
opportunity
equal to tens of
thousands of
possible listings
gained by your
just talking real
estate with them.
So, let's say only
10% of them
own homes. That
still is tens of
thousands of
possible listings
gained, again, by
your just talking
real estate with
them.

Of those in
Glenn
Listing
Broker
between the
714-744-0617
extremes it must
be known that
the Bell Curve
List and Sell at the Top of the Market with Broker Al Lewis
applies to them
You, I am
also. If person
thinking, would
#1 can love
of rejection you will experience
be happy with, even, just fifty
you, then persons #2 and #3
when business goes elsewhere will
listings gained a year; but, you
be overwhelming and a cause of
should like you a lot.
Persons #4, 5, 6 and 7, however,
are likely to be indifferent: they
could take you or leave you; while
persons #8 and 9 will dislike you,
leaving only person #10: the one
that really dislikes you for no cause

your wanting to quit an activity that
will lead to your success or even be
a cause for your quitting real estate
altogether. So, let's look at it
positively.

know, we haven't even counted in
the sort-of-likes-you persons and the
indifferents that will do business
with you too. The opportunity
exceeds your ability to fill in many
lifetimes of success.

What if (and this will not be the
case) only the one-out-of-ten

Get over needing to be liked by
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everybody. That's not your job.
Your job is listing real estate and
selling real estate with buyers and
sellers that “will” do business with
you, and nothing else, and it is by
manufacturing relationships that
“will” is created and occurs (an odd
sentence, but I think you get the
meaning).
Your seeking or needing or
wanting to be liked by everybody
is a qualified waste of time and a
sure path out of real estate.
Put that behind you, now, and
instead execute a plan for finding
“likeables” that by choice you can
manufacture relationships with for
the express purpose of getting to
where you want to go in real estate.

The Underscore.
A Bit of History: The 95% Rule.
In late November 1975 (last
century), I saw a small ad
announcing a talk by John
Lumbleau at the Huntington
Beach/Fountain Valley Board of
Realtors in southern California.
If I remember right, Lumbleau was
sixty-nine at the time, yet owned
and continued to operate a chain of
more than 20 real estate licensing
schools in California (back when
brick-and-mortar was the standard
of operation).
He had been training real estate
sales and marketing for more than
forty years and, additionally, had
published nearly ten years earlier a
book, "How to Be a Successful Real
Estate Salesman," that influenced
me during my start-up, and I knew
I had to see him (note the
chauvinism).
I remember the morning well
because a huge storm was raging: it
was raining cats and dogs, literally.

These cats and dogs were falling out
of the sky, that's how bad the storm
was.
So, being new to the Board, I quite
naturally went to the meeting in
Levi's, a sweatshirt and tennis shoes,
not knowing how sophisticated and
uppity-up the beach side Board of
Realtors had become.
Upon arriving, let me just say this, I
felt like a pair of brown shoes in a
room full of tuxedos and because of
that took a lowly place at the back
of a room filled with more than fivehundred Realtors all turned-out
exceptionally well.
Lumbleau's topic that morning was,
"Why sellers list with a particular
agent."
To summarize his talk, Lumbleau,
first, confessed that he had fallen
into the role of teacher or trainer by
taking over his father's licensing
school and, thereby, repeated by rote
(routine or repetition, mechanically
or unthinkingly) what he was taught
to teach agents about listing and
selling and never, virtually, a thing
he had ever learned in the field
himself by doing the work or by
research. That was some confession,
the first time, he said, that he had
ever said these things publicly.
He continued by saying that now
after forty years he had just recently
decided to do some research about
this or that to prove-out or disprove
long held beliefs about real estate
sales and marketing and that this
morning's talk was about the results
of one of those efforts: Why sellers
list with a particular agent.
To determine this, he said, he put
together a small team of
telemarketers and had them call on
one thousand homeowners with a
home currently for sale. He had
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them ask a series of questions
designed to determine the “real”
reason they listed with the agent
that currently had their home for
sale and not the “ostensible” reason,
and he was very surprised at the
results.
When all was said and done, his
research indicated 95% of the sellers
listed with the first agent they met
once they made a firm decision to
sell irrespective of who they knew in
the business, who had been farming
their neighborhood, or who had
been cultivating them into a client
knowing they would be selling
sometime soon.
I call this "The 95% Rule."
That being true, Lumbleau
concluded it was not the company
an agent was associated with; the
company's position within the
marketplace or the agent's position
within the marketplace; it wasn't
their home marketing activities; it
wasn't the company's franchise or
non-franchise status; nor was it
agent gender, age, race, experience,
clothes, car, etc. that was the cause
of an agent's listing success; but
timing while prospecting for
listings.
Timing, said Lumbleau, was
everything, little else counts for
much.
Once a decision to sell has been
made, said Lumbleau, sellers will
work with the workable, do the
doable. They will list with the first
able agent they meet.
If there is a rule at work, it is
this: Urgency Nullifies Loyalty.
The basic principles involved in
sound real estate salesmanship are
enduring and changeless. The 95%
Rule is one of them.

Wow!, I thought to myself sitting at
the back of the room that morning.
Right then and there I decided to
drop any self-centered, personal
hang-ups I may have had about
prospecting and to begin working
aggressively for listings under a
methodology solely designed to
effect The 95% Rule, a system based
on (1) Customer Identification (2)
Customer Contact and (3)
Customer Cultivation.
I now call customer cultivation the
manufacture of relationships; both
then and now it is the means by
which “The 95% Rule” is effected
(realized).
Working a systematic program I
then called The Un-Conventional
Farm, once I met a seller by door
knocking that suggested they may
sell or sell again (if an expired
listing) during the next year, I just
decided to show up whether
welcomed or not every couple of
weeks by mail (by sending a post
card) and in person every sixth or
seventh week to say hello. I'd tiedown the timing-thing at the end of
every conversation and was just
determined to be there when the
decision to sell or, moment of sale,
arrived. By doing this, according to
Lumbleau, by being there at the
right time (or approximately the
right time) I would likely get the
listing.
He was thoroughly right. It
worked out that way exactly!
Sidebar / I called this program The
Un-Conventional Farm because once I
had put fifty leads, gained as said from
knocking on doors, into my lead book I
quit prospecting completely for new
leads and focused all my attention on
following-up the leads gained with
clockwork precision to make sure I

would be the agent that “happened” to
show up when the decision to sell was
made by the various sellers. The fifty
leads became my Farm, so to speak, in
an unconventional manner that led to
my often listing two houses a week. So
much business followed this practice
that I rarely had to knock on doors to
replenish my Lead Book for another
two-to-three years: one, as we have
learned, turns into two, and two to
four, and four to eight, and eight to
sixteen, and sixteen to thirty-two and
so on and so forth.
At a time in real estate when
virtually no one worked from a
home-office (after all, in 1975 there
were no computers, no fax
machines, no voice mail, not even
an answering phone recorder, no
pagers, no cell phones, no copy
machines, no navigators, and no
internet), I decided to work
independently from a home office.
That's how influential Lumbleau's
talk that morning was for me.
At the age of twenty-four and after
having been active in real estate for
only about six months, my wife and
I decided to take a leap of faith and
to move-up in the world.
We moved-up from a one-bedroom
apartment in Anaheim to a twobedroom apartment in Huntington
Beach. I made the second bedroom
my office and even printed the
apartment address on my business
card.
I knew, like Lumbleau said, that
work in real estate is something you
do in the field, not someplace you
go to like a desk in an office.
I knew I could succeed without ever
once asking a client or customer
into my office.
I knew there were more people
willing to do business with me this
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way then it was possible for me to
do business with, I just had to find
them; and, if I ever ran up against a
client or customer that had to know
about my office, or organization, or
how I would compete against
others; I knew I could choose to
pass on working with this buyer or
seller if needed without experiencing
a sense of failure or loss. I could
choose my customers.
As it turned out, I was right.
At the end of the year (1975), my
mother-in-law took my wife and I
to her bank to do our taxes because,
as a customer, she could get them
done for us free. Let me put this
time frame in perspective: I only
graduated from college mid-May of
the same year.
My father-in-law, now, had been
working as a professional draftsman
within the airline industry for nearly
30 years. His annual salary at the
time was about $25,000 (a good
salary in 1975).
I can remember clearly sitting at the
front of the tax man's desk with my
mother-in-law and my wife. He had
just completed my return on which
I claimed about $15,000 dollars (I
was selling $23,000 houses, the
same ones that now sell for $600k
plus) and he asked how much
money I expected to earn during the
next year.
Not knowing better, I said about
$50,000, an amount I was sure I
could make.
That invoked the biggest "Phhhhh"
from my mother-in-law that I had
ever gotten before or since and the
tax man just looked down with a
sarcastic smirk on his face in
agreement with her.
My wife, however, just sat there

with a perfectly confident
expression. We're still married.
Beginning nearly midyear 1976
because of time off for good
behavior, I embarked on a
fascinating adventure in real estate
doing things my way, working from
a home office I had organized
within a rented in Huntington
Beach, California (a time when no
one did this).
I made a firm decision never to
begin work until one o'clock in the
afternoon weekdays and not to
work weekends. Weekday mornings
and weekends were to be reserved
for my and my wife's use however
we wanted.
Calls to escrow officers, lenders,
buyers, sellers, vendors, etc. could
just wait until after one o'clock.
There was no need to prospect for
listings until after one o'clock as
well; I had learned that during my
short time in the business; after
4:30 early evening is better yet.
I chose not to learn inventory by
doing caravans or previews, I
figured I'd learn inventory as my
buyers did, one house at a time
while previewing (showing)
property; and I was sure Realtors
could find my listings on their own
when they had buyers, so there was
no need to hold Caravan or Broker
previews for Realtors Wednesday
and Thursday mornings as well.
I figured I might need or want to
hold an occasional Saturday or
Sunday open house, but my plan
included working with open house
marketing assistants to alleviate a
need for my time there while
keeping every house I listed open
just about every weekend (I'm still
doing that). I knew I might show
property on a weekend day every

now and then, but decided I would
not schedule this type of activity too
often.
I told the tax man I expected to earn
$50,000 during the next year, 1976,
and was chagrined.
As it turned out, working just over a
half-year I closed 42 transactions, all
from my apartment bedroom, and
earned just over $75,000.
That was serious money at that
time. Then in 1977 I earned about
$125,000, $225,000 in '78 and so
forth up to a point prior to my 29th
birthday when I earned more than a
half-million dollars in commissions,
all gained from my personal listings,
sold.
The “95% Rule” was the
Underscore of that success and
remains or, is, or, will be, the
Underscore of yours today, if you
follow my lead.
In the high-end, as I said at the
beginning of this dialogue, every
neighborhood is dominated by a
Big Fish in a Small Pond agent or
two or three that get all the listings
and a preponderance of sales. They
own the neighborhood until, that is,
they eliminate themselves as
competition by failure revealed to us
by the expired listing.
It is then that The 95% Rule
becomes a valid consideration or
“Underscore” of a program for
listing that exploits the opportunity
by implementing a (1) Customer
Identification (2) Customer Contact
and (3) Customer Cultivation
program.
After a trial-and-error experience of
listing with one or more local area
agents, a seller, even in the high-end,
will list with the first workable,
doable agent that comes along with
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a great program in hand. I must
emphasize the first agent with a
“Great Program” in hand. In the
high-end, not the low-end, a great
program is the qualifier, an absolute
must, you will have that upon
taking action on my offer herein,
but even that must be preceded by
customer contact, cultivation and
the manufacture of a relationship.

Let's Wrap this Up.
It is likely you are reading this
because you responded to an ad that
read “Broker/Agents: The Path to
Success Found Here” I am
thankful that you responded.
I will teach you the most efficient
and enjoyable method of initial
customer contact with sellers that
have experienced an expired listing,
and how to manufacture a
relationship with them that will lead
to a program look over (a listing
presentation) when they again
decide to sell.
You will both win friends and
make money in real estate by
doing this.
Often a seller will call to request a
program look over from the
“Turnaround” sales and marketing
card I will provide you that you
have merely left at their door or gate
if not home when you visit.
When a seller follows your lead and
shows interest in learning more
about My/Your program, you will
set a date and time to return with
the portfolio I will provide you for
listing (1) High-End Properties in
the Best Neighborhoods (2) Custom
Homes (3) Estates and (4) ResortOriented Residences in hand.
Then, anywhere from two-to-four
hours after arriving to visit with the
seller to discuss the sale of their

property in a sophisticated, orderly
fashion, you will leave with a listing
taken in your name with a fee set at
6% to 8% of the recommended sale
price of the property depending on
which of your proprietary programs
they take action on.
Sidebar / Members of the Skeptics
Society, again, will not believe it
possible in today's competitive
environment to get fees approximating
the traditional 6% fee Brokers and
Agents have gotten with ease decadespast, all in a row.
Maybe they are right, at least a little
bit, because, when it is believed by a
Seller that selling will not be a
challenge because of the quality and
features of their property or its price, or
because of supply-and-demand relative
to some “Hot” region or locale where
their property is located, or the
economic climate in general – HighLevel Professional Marketing – is not
something they need to think a lot
about: half-measures are adequate to
the job, even discount services.
On the other hand, when the wheel
turns and a motivated seller finds
“Unexpectedly” that selling is a
challenge, particularly after experiencing an Expired Listing with, even,
Mr. Big Shot as their agent, they know,
they have learned, that a weak line of
action delivered by a discount broker
will not suffice, and they will have their
eye out for a high-level professional
marketing program offered by an
“Expert from Afar” like yourself that
they had never known until visited by
you at their door.
Visit without a knockdown program
and see what happens: little to nothing.
Visit with a full-service program, the
magnitude of professionalism and reach
of which they had never seen, and a
full-service “Listing” is yours at a rate
relative to the service you will provide.

The Future
Belongs to Those Who
Create It.
The Power of One, The Love/Hate
Principle, The 95% Rule, these are
timeless, enduring principle and
process in action, abide by them and
you will have the same experience
that I have had listing and selling
within both the low- and the highends of the market, with builders if
you want, wherever wanted, except
with an income relative to today's
real estate values. You will gain
status and wealth.
In conclusion, I'd like to reiterate
the opportunity at hand.
----------------------------------------------

The Top Job in Real Estate.
High-End Listing Broker
Seeks Marketing Partner/Protégé
to Grow Program Regionally.
Broker/Mentor, Al Lewis, marketing
professional since 1975, seeks independent Brokers and Agents for
recession proof listing and sales
activity at the “Top” or high-end of
the market by duplicating with
Broker, Broker's highly successful
program for listing and selling
Custom Homes, Estates, and
Resort-Oriented residences in the
local market (your market) with
local identification.
Change of broker affiliation or company is not required to Affiliate with
broker Al Lewis’ program for Top
of the Mark listing and selling under
the collaborative banner of The Real
Estate Fellowship.
Non-local, unbounded listing at the
"Top" or high-end of the market is a
sure-fast way to grow your status
and wealth through real estate.
Utilizing broker Al Lewis’ program
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made up of a luxuriously bound,
high-level, career changing, in-field
listing portfolio, comprised of these
elements and more, you will grow
your status and wealth through real
estate listing at the “Top” or highend of the market with ease:
(1) The Secret of The Ages, a
Listing Presentation forty-five years
in the making, matched nowhere in
real estate, used to sign Mainstream
Houses, Custom Homes, Estates,
and Resort-oriented Residences if
wanted;
(2) Doable, cost-effective,
Marketing Plans for both Client
Development and Cost-Effective
Marketing of Listings Gained to
both Locals with Means and Rich
Overseas Buyers;
(3) Blueprint Strategies including a
proprietary Sale-by-Auction program and a Radiant-Outreach
Network Marketing program for
growing interest in particular properties geometrically both locally and
Internationally until sold;
(4) A Luxuriously Bound 44/Page
Full Color Portfolio made up of
Program-descriptive Pictorial
Displays;
(5) An all-inclusive Talking Points
Outline defining Our/Your Twelve
Step Marketing Program; An
impressive Fast-Sale Marketing
Booklet customized to each home
listed that Sellers say “This is what
I’ve been looking for” when seen;
(6) Brochure, Website, and Advertising Examples; A proprietary Price
Positioning Worksheet and Tutorial;
A proprietary “Fast-App” appraisal
format, worksheet, and Tutorial; All
provided as Portfolio Inserts;
(7) An overwhelmingly thought
out, structured, Pitch for The Angels

presentation outline that will establish you, with any and all who hear
you share it, as a marketing professional “Extraodinaire.”
This will establish, change, and
upgrade any way you've ever conceived of a proper Listing
Presentation.
---------------------------------------------“All that remains for you to experience the kind of success listing and
selling in the high-end that I have
shown possible is for you to say to yourself “I can do this!” and of course to
partner with me for doing it quickly
with ease.
“Success for most, as I have indicated,
is found on the far side of failure.
Sometimes the learning curve is short,
sometimes it is unbearably long. When
long, delayed rewards often end a promising career early sidetracking the
wishes and dreams of many.
“If by my experience I can help you
break-into and sustain listing and sales
success at the “Top” or high-end of the
market sooner rather than later, what
can be wrong with that!”
Al Lewis
---------------------------------------------Multiply your value in the marketplace and income a hundredfold by
acting now.
As you have seen on the backside of
the sample in-field marketing card,
shown on Page 4, you will be stated
as an “Affiliate” of the larger enterprise that specializes in marketing,
Real Estate Professionals World
Enterprise Marketing, and as a “Broker” of your own enterprise or “Associate” of a real estate company
followed by you company name.

along with two others for listing
both mainstream properties and
luxury homes that are “Not” expired
listings, but sellers going on the
market for the first time.
Broker, Al Lewis, does not transact
listing and selling within any region
outside the state of California.
Broker’s program for listing
and selling luxury home residential real estate is available for
use in northern California, Nationally and Internationally, per
the license that follows.
The function of Broker’s program
is to promote the Fellow’s development in specific areas of real estate
sales and marketing to the benefit
and expansion of the Fellow’s
business and the empowerment of
Fellow to experience Success, Well
Being, Stability, and Power through
real estate.
If you haven’t yet gotten to where
you want to go in real estate, let go
of the attitude that you can go it
alone that may be holding you back
and take the Leap of Faith required
to partner with Broker, Al Lewis, to
drive your career and business in the
direction you desire.
Call any time to talk.
I’m Here for You.

Al Lewis
Broker/Mentor
Marketing Professional
Since 1975

The website header with photo of
Glen shown on Page 11, is a sample
of one that will be created and personalized by you in your name
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The Top Job in Real Estate
How to Break-Into and Sustain Listing and Sales
Success at the Top of the Market in Affiliation
with Broker/Mentor
Al Lewis

Start-up Pro Forma and License
Agreement Follow.

The Top Job in Real Estate
How to Break-Into and Sustain Listing and Sales
Success at the Top of the Market.
The Opportunity / Al Lewis, broker/mentor, marketing professional since 1975, seeks independent
brokers and agents for recession proof listing and sales activity at the “Top” or high-end of the market
by duplicating with broker, broker's highly successful program for listing and selling Custom Homes,
Estates, and Resort-Oriented Residences in the Licensee’s market with local identification.
The Top Job in Real Estate / Working with broker Al Lewis under an umbrella known as The Real
Estate Fellowship and, as an affiliate of Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing, to list
and sell residential real estate at the “Top” or high-end of the market, Fellows will have the Top Job in
Real Estate substantiated by a lifestyle exemplifying balance and an income exemplifying wealth and
status. The introductory website representing broker’s program for listing and selling at the top of the
market can be found att TheTopJobinRealEstate.com.
The Business and Mission of the Fellowship / A fellowship is an association of friends or equals
sharing similar interests, ideals or experiences; or a group of people joined together to pursue a
common interest.
In the spirit of this definition, The Real Estate Fellowship, in name only, is an association and a
business for listing and selling residential real estate at the “Top” or high-end of the market under the
tutelage – the Training and Leadership – of broker/mentor Al Lewis and, possibly, the banner of Real
Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing personalized to the local market; it is an association
for Fellows and/or Protégées (Licensees) and a business for broker/mentor Al Lewis.
You, the Fellow, upon completion of this License Agreement join with Al Lewis in fellowship to pursue a
common interest: High-End Residential Listing and Sales.
It is the mission of Broker’s license program to promote the Licensee’s professional development in
specific areas of real estate sales and marketing to the benefit and expansion of the Licensee’s
business and the empowerment of Licensee to experience success, well being, stability, power and
money through real estate.

Grant of License
Individuals with a Real Estate Broker’s or Agent’s License and Attorneys may join as independent
licensees; an Independent Real Estate Company, its representative staff and broker-owner as a single
unit under the authority of the broker-owner or authorized representative may also join under a
customized License Agreement; and real estate oriented Corporate Entities with a Licensed Officer
such as Lenders, Banks, Builders and Investment Trusts under a customized License Agreement.
It is hereby acknowledged by Licensee that this License Agreement is not an employment, independent contractor, or partnership agreement of any kind, nor shall it be construed as such now or at any
time future. Licensee shall operate independently under Licensee’s own authority, license status and
fiduciary provided by applicable law.
This Grant of License Agreement (“Agreement”) is made effective as of the date the acknowledged
Agreement and License Fee are received by Al Lewis (”Broker”) of Real Estate Prof’s World Enterprise
Marketing at 4533 MacArthur Boulevard, 110, Newport Beach, CA 92660, whose phone number is
714-744-0617, whose fax is 949-441-7158, and whose eMail is AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com.
In the Agreement, the party who is granting the right to use the licensed property will be referred to as
“Al Lewis” and/or “Broker,” and the party who is receiving the right to use the licensed property will be
referred to as “Licensee.”
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Recitals
Al Lewis / Al Lewis' expertise is (1) High-end residential real estate sales and marketing (2) Builder
oriented new homes subdivision sales and marketing (3) Sale-by-auction sales and marketing
(4) World-outreach network marketing (5) Professional real estate advertising which includes both
print and online sales and marketing and (6) Team building to accomplish the same.
Websites substantiating this can be found at these supplemental websites: (1) AlLewisProfile.com
(2) SellerServicesPortfolio.com (3) BuilderSalesandMarketing.com (4) TheRealEstateFellowship.com
(5) TopofTheMarkRealEstate.com (6) TheTopJobinRealEstate.com (7) WeekendWarriorRealEstate.com
and (8) RealEstateProfessionalsAllstateMarketing.com.
Information and/or written works by Al Lewis substantiating this can be found within The Fellowship
Library. A link to The Fellowship Library and written works can be found at TheRealEstateFellowship.com
and TheTopJobInRealEstate.com.
Licensee / Licensee desires to gain the benefit of Al Lewis’ special knowledge, skill, contacts,
business experience and programs to the extent represented by this Agreement; to have Al Lewis
license the essential (1) Programs (2) Features (3) Elements (4) Images (5) Literature (6) Scripts
(7) Pictorial Presentation Displays (8) Private and Public Training Literature (9) Collateral Materials
and (10) The All-Inclusive Seller Services Portfolio representative of his High-End Listing Program for
use by Licensee to the extent represented by this Agreement and as deemed appropriate by Al Lewis;
and, to have Al Lewis lead Licensee in a consultative capacity in the pursuit of high-end residential
listings and sales per the terms of the teleconferencing support provision provided herein.

What You Get When You Join the Fellowship
It is the objective of Broker to provide Licensee with the essential guides, materials, documents and
business plan per the program introduction, The Power of One, relevant to Broker’s break-in strategy
for listing and selling at the “Top” or high-end of the market within fifteen days of sign-up as follows:
Credentials.
Credentials are the collateral we, as listing brokers and agents, put up to establish the viability of our
programs. In affiliation with Al Lewis as your co-marketing partner, though there is no participation in
fees earned, Al Lewis’ credentials become your credentials; all of Broker’s experience, all forty-five
years plus, becomes your experience and by means of personalized (1) Printed Literature (2) A fortyfour page full color Seller Services Portfolio (3) Personalized Victory Outreach listing and sale success
stories and (4) Brochures, the combined experience, yours and Broker Al Lewis’, will get you to where
you want to go listing and selling at the top of the market.
Go to TheTopJobinRealEstate.com and peruse the introductory links on the left. These credentials and
more become your credentials and will be replaced by Licensee’s Success Stories as they occur.
In-House Listing Materials: The Seller Services Portfolio, Documents and Business Plan.
The following represents the Seller Services Portfolio Setup Checklist at the time of this writing. Items
provided in a Luxurious, Oversized, Zippered Portfolio. Content and Order may vary, but will follow
closely the itemized list that follows:
I / Inside Front Cover of Portfolio / Top Down
01. _____ Booklet - Principles, Strategies, and Tactics by Al Lewis
02. _____ Booklet - The Game Changers by Al Lewis
03. _____ Seller's Introduction: Talking Points (The Real Estate Prof’s Twelve-Step Home Marketing Strategy)
04. _____ Seller’s Introduction: Winning Sales Strategies (The Personalized Fast-Sale Marketing Worksheet )
05. _____ Seller’s Introduction: The Money (Escrow Memo and Transaction Worksheet)
06. _____ Black Separator
07. _____ Advertising 1 - Introduction: Skillful Marketing/Presentation/Selling Fold Out
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08. _____ Advertising 2 - Introduction: Booklet / Signs and Such by Al Lewis
09. _____ Advertising 3 - Introduction: Sample Brochure
10. _____ Advertising 4 - Introduction: Sample Website
II / Seller Services Portfolio / Top Down
11. _____ Top of Portfolio Cover Page
12. _____ 44/Page Full Color Seller Services Portfolio
13. _____ Twelve Chapter Dividers: Indicating Twelve-Step Home Marketing Strategy
14. _____ Seven Game Changer Dividers: Indicating the Game Changers
III / Supplements
15. _____ Black Separator
16. _____ Builder Sales & Marketing Supplements (at Back of 44/Page Portfolio)
17. _____ Black Separator
18. _____ 2/Page Maslow's Hierarchy & Closing Process
19. _____ Black Separator
20. _____ 2/Page What You Think About Expands & Affirmation
21. _____ Black Separator
22. _____ In-Field Talking Points Study Guide
23. _____ Black Separator
IV / Blue Pocket File Folder #1
24. _____ Talking Points / A Pitch for The Angels Representing the Seller Services Portfolio
25. _____ Talking Points / Expired Listing Telemarketing Guide
V / Blue Pocket File Folder #2
26. _____ ROM 1 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / Presentation Folder
27. _____ ROM 2 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / Mission Sold Listing Bank Mkt/Card
28. _____ ROM 3 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / Niche Marketing Talking Points Booklet
29. _____ ROM 5 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / The Listing Bank Introduction by Al Lewis
30. _____ ROM 4 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / Sample Broker/Agent Agreements
31. _____ ROM 6 - Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing / The Extra Mile Addendum
VI / Blue Pocket File Folder #3
32. _____ Auction 1 - The Fast Sale Auction / Presentation Folder
33. _____ Auction 2 - The Fast Sale Auction / Introductory Auction Website Example
34. _____ Auction 3 - The Fast Sale Auction / Introductory Sale-By-Auction Brochure
35. _____ Auction 4 - The Fast Sale Auction / Sample Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form
VII / Inside Back Cover of Portfolio / Top Down
36. _____ Estimated Buyer/Seller Costs Presentation Folder and Worksheet
37. _____ The “It” Factor Price Positioning Worksheet Presentation Folder
38. _____ The Fast/App Appraisal Presentation Worksheet and Folder
VIII / Supplements
39. _____ Supplement – Lead Book 50/50 Plan Marketing Card
40. _____ Supplement – Three Personalized Marketing Cards (Licensee Photo Required)
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In-Field Marketing Materials, Documents and Business Plan.
Broker’s Customized Business Plan, The Wealth Agenda, with Ancillary Collateral Material as Stated
Above (1) Broker’s In-Field Talking Points Outline (2) Broker’s Telemarketing Talking Points Outline
and (3) Broker’s exclusive Turnaround, Luxury Homes, and Mission Sold marketing cards personalized for Licensee (photo required).
On-Line Marketing Materials, Documents and Business Plan.
A Licensee created Seller Services Portfolio website under the guidance of Broker. This site is the site
that can be referenced on Licensee’s in-field sales and marketing cards.
International Marketing Materials, Documents and Business Plan.
As Stated Above (1) Broker’s proprietary World-Outreach Network Marketing Program for marketing
to Rich Overseas Buyers and Locals with Means by means of authentic Co/Marketing Partnerships
and Full/Participation Commission Agreements exclusive to broker’s program made with select brokers and agents that would not otherwise ever show your listings to their inbound or top of the mark
buyers (2) Program displays and ancillary collateral material for in-house seller presentation, and (3)
Broker’s exclusive listing addendum, The Extra Mile, for seller’s full-participation authorization.
Note / With this program – Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing – sellers pay 8% to 9% fees in lieu
of the standard listing and sales fees offered through MLS per Broker’s proprietary 2/5/8 and 3/6/9
commission structure exclusive to the International marketing aspect of Broker’s overall program for
listing and selling at the “Top” of the market. This is the program long-on-the-market sellers dream of
finding. In hand, you become the competition.
Sale-By-Auction Marketing Materials, Documents and Business Plan.
As Stated Above (1) Broker’s proprietary Sale-By-Auction marketing program materials, documents
and ancillary collateral material (2) Both Seller and Agent Orientation Introductory Literature (3) Bid
Forms (4) Sign-up Documents and (5) Signs Layouts.
Miscellaneous Marketing Materials, Documents and Business Plan.
As Stated Above (1) Misc. editable Sign Layouts (2) Multi-Program Listing Addendum (3) The It Factor
Price Positioning Worksheet (4) Access to The Fellowship Library and (5) Teleconference Support.
Broker’s Materials, Documents, Digital Files and Printed Literature.
Broker will, at Broker’s discretion, provide Broker’s program literature to Licensee for Licensee’s use
as stated and many original digital files themselves for Licensee’s direct manipulation to the benefit of
Licensee. The license to use Broker’s materials, documents and printed literature in said manner runs
for the term of the License Agreement and terminates at its end.
Broker’s Teleconference Support.
Broker will render two hours of on-call teleconference support during the term of this Agreement.
Licensee may extend the teleconference support of Broker beyond the initial two hours at a pre-paid
rate determined by Broker.
Completion of Agreement
Completion of this Agreement by Licensee, and payment by Licensee of a one-time license fee of
$745.00 for a Lifetime Grant of License, constitutes agreement to the terms set forth herein verified by
confirmation of receipt email sent to Licensee upon receipt by Broker of both the Agreement and
license fee, confirmation and acceptance of payment by Broker constitutes agreement on behalf of
Broker.

Agreement
In consideration of the above recitals, the terms of this agreement, and other valuable consideration
specified the parties agree as follows.
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Grant of License / Al Lewis owns Al Lewis’ Real Estate Professionals High-End Listing Program, the
representative Seller Services Portfolio, Supplementary Literature, and Programs as stated above. In
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Al Lewis grants to Licensee a non-exclusive license to
use Al Lewis’, Real Estate Professionals, High-End Listing Program.
Al Lewis retains the title and ownership of the Real Estate Professionals High-End Listing Program: sales,
advertising and merchandising copy (all written works); ads, mechanical elements, typesetting,
printing, Photostats, photography, illustrations and key lines; all printed works such as brochures and
sales aids; all related documentation whether print or electronic including supplementary websites; all
are the proprietary, copyright and/or copyrightable property of Al Lewis however modified by Licensee.
It is hereby acknowledged by Licensee that this agreement is not an employment, independent contractor, franchise or partnership agreement of any kind, nor shall it be construed as such now or at
any time future. The Licensee shall operate independently under the Licensee’s own authority, license
status, and fiduciary provided by applicable law. Recitals are hereby incorporated.
Either party may terminate this agreement at any time upon written notice by US Postal Mail or
verifiable eMail. In the event of termination by Licensee, no refund of the license fee and/or supplementary fees paid is due. Termination by Broker is subject to a flagrant disregard or abuse of Broker’s
copyrightable works at the discretion of Broker; Upon early termination by Broker no refund of the
license fee and/or supplementary fees paid is due.
Applicable Law / This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California. The
invalidity or unenforceability of any provisions of this Agreement shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect.
Mediation / Before any party to this agreement files an action on a dispute arising out of this
agreement which remains unresolved after 30 days of informal negotiations, the parties agree to
enter into non-binding mediation administered by a neutral dispute resolution organization and
undertake a good faith effort during mediation to settle the dispute. The prevailing party in any
dispute shall be entitled to attorney fees and costs, unless they proceed with litigation without first
offering to enter into mediation to resolve the dispute.
Warranties / Broker makes no warranties, representations or guarantees, express or implied, with
respect to the effect the Grant of License and High-End Listing Program will have on Licensee’s real
estate business, listings and sales gained, or by any third party, and Licensee accepts the product “AS
IS.” It is hereby agreed by Licensee that in no event will Broker be liable for direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages, that are in any way related to the conduct of the business of
Licensee by Licensee and/or Licensee’s use of the High-End Listing Program.
Transfer of Rights / This Agreement shall be binding on any successors of the parties. Licensee does
not have the right to assign its interest in this Agreement to any other party without the prior written
consent of Broker.

Lifetime Licensee Fee, Sign-Up, and Method of Payment.
The lifetime license fee is $745.00 paid one-time in advance. Payment by Licensee constitutes agreement
to the terms set forth on the License Agreement, signed by Licensee, and submitted by fax, mail or email to
Broker. Confirmation and acceptance of payment by Broker constitutes agreement by Broker.
How to Begin / Complete the License Agreement as is by initialing and signing where indicated.
Scan and email the completed Agreement to Broker Al Lewis at AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com or
send by fax to 949-441-7158 (arrange time for fax with Broker, Al Lewis).
How to Pay / (1) Pay by PayPal as a guest payer. Go to www.PayPal.com and pay the account of
AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com or pay by utilizing your own PayPal account. (2) Pay by phone. Call
Broker direct to coordinate paying by Debit or Credit Card.
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The Top Job in Real Estate / Its Secrets, Substances, and Privities.
A Personal Note by Al Lewis / You’ve seen by your visit to any number of my websites, or by your
perusing and reading articles found within the Fellowship Library, and by your reading the Power of
One, that I share without cost or fear of loss, ideas, structure and strategies, relative to my program
for listing and selling residential real estate at the “Top” of the market.
In spite of my doing this, the core elements of my program that enable our gaining listings at the top
of the market within areas and neighborhoods that we have never before stepped foot, and what I
call Secrets, Substances, and Privities, I share only with Associates and Affiliates here in California
where I work and Program Licensees – Like Yourself – wherever located.
I may hint at the existence of one or another structure or strategy like the Talking Points, our proprietary twelve-step marketing program; or the Fast-Sale Marketing Worksheet, an individualized marketing plan customized to each listing taken; or programs like World-Outreach Network Marketing,
our unique way of building liaisons with brokers-with-buyers in the International community; or the
Secret of Success and other such principles that guide our actions; but I carefully provide no public
access to the details or methodologies by which we do these things because it is by these patent programs and secrets that we eliminate the competition when presenting our program to a seller.
This applies to the oft mentioned Seller Services Portfolio as well. The website under that name is
designed to stimulate a seller with an inquiring mind that visits the site to want to know more by,
specifically, not answering their questions. To know more they must arrange a time for our/your visit
and an in-house listing presentation. This leads to our/your listing success one house at a time.
A personalized fast-start setup awaits your taking action on affiliating with me for listing and selling at
the top of the market – Portfolio, Documents, Program Literature – and can be in your hands within
about fifteen days of sign-up (usually sooner). This includes the Secrets, Substances, and Privities.
Only Action Determines Your Value in the Marketplace / To multiply your value you need to
multiply your actions. Walk where the failure fears to walk. Work when the failure seeks rest. Talk
when the failure remains silent. Call on fifty who can take action on your program while the failure
makes grand plans to call on one. I will show you how to do these things with confidence.
The Fellowship and “The Top Job in Real Estate” are all about action: calculated, methodical, tested,
proven action. Success will not wait on you. When you delay, she becomes wedded to another and
lost forever. Be an Eagle in the marketplace and a Lion among men.

Broker

Licensee

Date of Receipt of Agreement and Acceptance
of Fee by Broker.

Date
Name
Company

By

By

Real Estate Professionals World Ent/Marketing
Headquartered in Orange County, CA

Address

Website: TheTopJobInRealEstate .com
eMail: AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com
Phone: 714-744-0617

Phone
Fax
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E-Mail

Al Lewis
Broker/Mentor
Marketing Professional
Since 1975
Professional Marketing
by Means of Our Standalone
Advertising Agency.
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
Professional Sales by
Means of Our Top of The Mark
Real Estate Company.
Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing
Career Opportunities.
TheRealEstateFellowship.com
714-744-0617
Copyright 2020 Al Lewis
DRE / 00524259

Thank You

